
Letter A
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Scale: Letter = large and Word = small
Proximity = closeness, less than pica
Serif font style for all text

Letter G
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Balance: Radial - change angle
Emphasis: Repeat -  font, word, color,  
      shapes, etc.
Color: ONLY warm colors

Letter F
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Contrast: Font style is obviously different  
      or the same
Color: ONLY cool colors – no black
Line: add stroke to word and/or letter

Letter E
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Balance: Symmetrical 
Contrast: obvious difference in font weight
Color: Monochromatic  - 3 different  
      screens of same swatch
 

Letter D
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Align: center, right, left, or justify paragraph
Balance: Spread paragraph to fill box 
Decorative font style for at least one

Letter C
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Unity: Repetition, repeat word 3X
Unity: Align objects
Stretch letter fit box – Top/Bottom, Left/Right
Script/Cursive font style for all text

Letter B
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Emphasis: Rule of Thirds 
Unity: Overlapping
Font Family: bold, oblique, italic, etc.
Screen – 50% tint
Sans serif font style for all text

Letter N
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Unity: Insert image in background
Unity: Match letter and word to image 
Contrast: obvious differences or the same
Repetition: Letter fill is same background
Align: Letter and word are obviously align
Proximity: letter and word close or overlap
Unity and Balance: defined below*

Letter M
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Line: stroke around letter 
Letter is edge-to-edge – out of box
Contrast: obvious differences or the same
Repetition: Letter fill is same as background
Unity and Balance: defined below *

Letter L
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Repetition: repeat colors, font, stroke, etc.
Pattern: Progressive -corner to corner, big 
      to small, or light to dark – 10%-100%
Contrast: obvious differences or the same
Balance: no one side heavier, box 
      effectively filled
Unity: together, overlapping, proximity,etc.

Letter K
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Contrast: obvious differences or same
Align - clearly organized
Pattern: Regular – background/border
Unity: overlapping, defined below*
Balance: defined below*

Letter J
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Mood to match word: Font style
Mood to match word: Colors
Letter “outside the box”
Unity: overlapping, proximity, etc.
Balance: no one side heavier, 
 box effectively filled

Letter I
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Color: Analogous Color – pick one set
Contrast: Colored background
Negative / Positive letter – same color    
      as background

Letter H
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Balance: Asymmetrical - no side feels heavier
Balance: Stretch word across box 
Color: Complementary Colors set
Align: Paragraph – justify- no touching  
      sides of box – clearly in box

*Balance = no one side heavier (box effectively filled)
*Unity = feels like one, together (overlapping, proximity, etc.)

Letter R 
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Mood: Feels professional, resembles a  
      company logo
Unity: Colors, overlapping, font styles, etc
Contrast: Effectively “read” word & letter
Repetition: repeat colors, font, stroke, etc.
Align: visually connect, no stray pieces
Proximity: close if related, far if not
Balance: box filled and no one side heavier

Letter Q
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Stretch letter to fit box - 
      Top/Bottom and Left/Right
Unity: Shape to fit large letter, paragraph  
      using word repeated in counter
Contrast: Effectively “read” word & letter
Repetition: repeat colors, font, stroke, etc.
Align / Proximity: fit in counter, no touch  
     and no overlap

Letter P
Emphasis: Word (primary)
Create paragraph related to word-justified
Emphasis: Rule of thirds 
Contrast: Effectively “read” word-”island”
Repetition: repeat colors, font, stroke, etc.
Align: Create paragraph related to word
Proximity: Fit word in paragraph with  
     equal space around
Unity / Balance: colored background,     
     defined below*

Letter O
Color: Radial gradient from center
Contrast: Effectively “read” word
Repetition: repeat colors, font, stroke, etc.
Align: visually connect, no stray pieces
Proximity: Fit word on path, repeat evenly,    
     no obvious gaps between end and begin
Unity and Balance: defined below*

Letter V
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Contrast: Effectively “read” word & letter
Repetition: Letter, 3x or more
Align: visually connect, no stray pieces
Proximity: close if related, far if not
Unity / Balance: Overlap and “underlap”  
 word with letter, defined below*

Letter U
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Mood: Font style related to word
Contrast: Effectively “read” word & letter
Repetition: repeat colors, font, stroke, etc.
Align: visually connect, no stray pieces
Proximity: close if related, far if not
Unity: Obviously altered, related image in     
      background
Unity: match colors, image & word fit together

Letter T
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary) 
Contrast: Effectively “read” word & letter
Repetition: repeat colors, font, stroke, etc. 
Align: visually connect, no stray pieces
Proximity: close if related, far if not
Unity / Balance: defined below*

Letter S
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Contrast: Effectively “read” word &  letter
Repetition: Color
Proximity: Each small letter touching large  
     letter – NO overlapping
Unity / Balance: defined below*

Letter Y
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary) 
Contrast: Effectively “read” word & letter
Repetition: repeat colors, font, stroke, etc. 
Align: visually connect, no stray pieces
Proximity: close if related, far if not
Unity / Balance: defined below*

Letter X
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Contrast: Effectively “read” word & letter
Repetition: Colors, fonts, etc.
Align: visually connect, no stray pieces
Proximity: close if related, far if not
Unity: Image related to word
Balance: effectively fills box

Letter W
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary)
Pattern: progressive –LINES, letters, words...
Contrast: Effectively “read” word & letter
Repetition: Stroke – at least 5 lines
Unity / Balance: defined below*

Letter Z
Emphasis: Letter (primary), word (secondary) 
Contrast: Effectively “read” word & letter
Repetition: repeat colors, font, stroke, etc. 
Align: visually connect, no stray pieces
Proximity: close if related, far if not
Unity / Balance: defined below*

Point Layout
Letters = 10 points each
Professional Presentation
 All 26 letters trimmed and mounted neatly = 20 points
 Large, dominant Title on presentation board = 20 points Total = 300 points

Computer Graphics: Typography Alphabet


